THE UNITED SORORITY & FRATERNITY COUNCIL
FRATERNITY & SORORITY PROGRAMS

Council Meeting Date: January 15th, 2019

Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Phi Alpha, Alpha Phi Gamma, Alpha Pi Omega, Delta Chi Lambda, Delta Lambda Phi, Delta Sigma Theta, Gamma Alpha Omega, Gamma Rho Lambda, Kappa Alpha Psi, Kappa Delta Chi, Lambda Theta Alpha, Lambda Theta Phi, Pi Alpha Phi, Sigma Lambda Beta, Sigma Lambda Gamma, Zeta Phi Beta

I. Call to Order time: 5:34

II. Roll Call
   a. Late:
   b. Absent: Kappa Alpha Psi, Sigma Lambda Gamma
   c. Excused:

III. Approval of Meeting Minutes:

IV. Officer Reports
   A. President
      • Goal: to apply for a higher level for AFLV awards, working on more communication within everybody on council
      • Plan: hold exec more accountable, take photos at every event, regularly check in on members about how communication from exec board is
   B. VP Academic Achievement
      • Have more academic round tables
      • Promote academic resources
      • Learned about more resources available to us
   C. VP Finance & Administration
      • Improved Roberts Rule of order at the retreat
      • Goal is to plan a fundraising event USFC can be known for
   D. VP Community Service & Philanthropy
      • Unable to attend the retreat
      • Goal is plan community service events
   E. VP Leadership & Risk Management
      • Not able to attend the meeting
   F. VP Membership & Public Relations
      • Get USFC on the radar
      • Constantly recruit
      • Improve our social media
G. Advisor Report
   • Complete Spring paperwork by January 31st
   • Send chapter picture in for “The Bond” by Monday at the latest [chrisrosales@email.arizona.edu]
   • Changes to the constitution; if it passes it will go into effect

V. Chapter Reports
   A. Alpha Kappa Alpha
      • Founders day is Today, 111 years
      • 1st chapter meeting coming up
   B. Alpha Phi Alpha
      • No Report
   C. Alpha Phi Gamma
      • Recruitment events all week
   D. Alpha Pi Omega
      • Upcoming chapter meeting
   E. Delta Chi Lambda
      • Tabling
      • Fundraiser 1/29
      • Philanthropy event 3/30 (basketball tournament)
   F. Delta Lambda Phi
      • Chapter retreat
      • Team building
   G. Delta Sigma Theta
      • Delta week is this week
      • Meet the Greek is Friday (January 18th)
      • Flyer for meet the Greeks is coming
      • MLK walk
   H. Gamma Alpha Omega
      • Middle of recruitment
      • Recruitment starts Thursday
   I. Gamma Rho Lambda
      • 1st chapter meeting is coming up
      • Spring Rush events all week
   J. Kappa Alpha Psi
      • NOT PRESENT
   K. Kappa Delta Chi
      • Tabling all week
      • Rush is 1/26
   L. Lambda Theta Alpha
      • 1st chapter meeting
M. Lambda Theta Phi
   • Recruitment
   • Go Greek fair
N. Pi Alpha Phi
   • Chapter meeting
   • Rush Next week
O. Sigma Lambda Beta
   • Revision made to their constitution
   • Beta week is this week
P. Sigma Lambda Gamma
   • NOT PRESENT
Q. Zeta Phi Beta
   • Chapter meeting coming up
   • Fire side social Friday after meet the Greeks
   • Meet the Greeks is Friday

VI. Unfinished Business
    None
VII. New Business
    • Changes to the constitution were made. Everyone to look at the highlighted changes.
    • More follow up email were requested
    • The ability to send more than one representative to council was requested
    • Registering Events with Alcohol, effective risk management

VIII. Adjournment time: 6:01 pm